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Mark Crouch 
WCHE 
West Chester, PA 

Dear Mark: 

Its best we visit at the road house in the next few days, as so much happened last 
week. 

Peter got in to see Mack, Shaw, and Ferrell, and confirmed the right wing orientation 
for two, plus a lot else. 

Results of our surveyors are startling, but more work needs to be done. The 
downward angle was far too steep. 

Rick may break through on the operational level, and I have got inside of some 
things. Its very, very big. 

Also am dealing- with Feebees and in spite of everybody's warnings, trusting the 
situation. They have given me too much. It appears they need us--so I made a deal. I think 
we will have the Bureau at our disposal for us to direct. I know that sounds crazy but I know 
what I heard. A good way to watch things, but it cuts both ways and we need their help. So 
plan. Our research and my present invest. in D. may have convinced them. 

RG is making many calls down there (with no luck) in an attempt to threaten 
witnesses. I was appraised of the case against him for other activities. My assessment is that 
he is a gonncr. 

You have to act as part of a team and basically do not do too much on your own, 
from now on. 

Part of the deal is that they are going to help us in our work. In fact, they arc. 
My mind is not well effected by deals like the filming in Pitts this weekend. Riebe, 

etc., are going. But please do not withhold such things, in spite of what it does to me. My 
mind is bcnt over it, still. The connection with Mack is significant. F told me a tat more 
about him. 

It's clear that a major counterattack is underway, with the old team trying to cut any 
piece of evidence down that is standing alone, such as our work (on several scores). 

I'm getting signs from several fronts that a lot of the players are in action to do the 
above. The Tom Wilson suit is a bomb waiting to go off in our faces. 

It's also clear that there is such a team and it's there to head people like us off at the 
pass. 

It also began to be clear in Dallas that the problem that we have may be from P.I.'s 
etc. I feel sure the gov is not screwing with you and me. But somebody is listening. My 
phone man here has been checking carefully. I think you better take another look at Eileen 
and her crew. "Theft" is a good way to extricate an operative. They left bugs behind. Sweep 



the joint. 
I was schooled in how it works, last week P.I.s. It comes from the wealthy bunch down there that did it. But Annenberg and 'Pierre" (Harold?) would have gone along (IT ALL FITS!). They are all together at that level, and Pierre plotted against FDR. I made stunning progress in Big D. My informants are and were at a high level. But they and everyone constantly warned us. I'm being assured that Larry H is solidly with us and nobody else. One thing sure, there is one hell of an intelligence operation down there--on many levels. 

Make every effort to decode Harold. 

H. 
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